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1. The transformer shown on drawing EL06.1 shows a rating of 1500 / 2000kVA. This is the 
same rating that of the existing dry type transformer. The specification requires fans per 
section per section 26116-52.4.H. The transformer rating of 1500 / 2000 kVA is typical of 
a dry type transformer with cooling fans. The rating of an equivalent liquid filled 
transformer with fan cooling is 1500/1680/1725/1932 for a 1500kVA base rating. The 
transformer rating for a 2000kVA transformer is 2000/2240/2300/2576. Please clarify 
which rating is required for this application. 

Provide 1500kVA base rating. 

2. The specification requires integral oil containment. Many transformer manufacturers 
have different definitions for integral oil containment ranging from basins to pumping 
systems. The transformer that we plan to propose from Vantran Industries will have 
integral liquid containment. The oil containment will be sized such that it will contain all 
oil contained in the transformer in the event of a leak. It will include an oil drain valve as 
part of the liquid containment package. Please verify that this proposed oil containment 
system is acceptable. 

Proposed arrangement meets the intent of the specification. 

3. Drawing EL06.1 shows that Square D Power Logic ION 7330 being supplied in the 
transformer section of the substation. Drawing EL08.1 shows an instrument 
compartment in the LV switchgear. Please confirm that the Square D Power Logic ION 
7330 shall be supplied in the LV switchgear, not the transformer. 

Provide Square D Power Logic ION 7330 in LV switchgear compartment. 

4. Can existing electrical switchgear be used to provide temporary power?  

The old gear may be used as temporary power as long as the Authority has final 
approval of the work plan with full discretion to reject the contractors proposed 
work plan at no additional cost to the Authority.  

5. Can existing electrical generator be used to provide temporary power if contractor pays 
for fuel?  

No, as it does not have the capacity to handle the entire building load.  It will be 
used during outages to maintain service to current emergency/standby loads. No 
additional loads will be allowed during construction.   


